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Beautiful Country 2021-09-21

A new York Times best seller the moving story of an undocumented child living in poverty in the richest country in the world an incandescent debut from an astonishing new talent a Today show ReadWithJenna pick in Chinese the word for America Mei Guo translates directly to beautiful country yet when seven year old qian arrives in New York
city in 1994 full of curiosity she is overwhelmed by crushing fear and scarcity in china qian s parents were professors in america her family is illegal and it will require all the determination and small joys they can muster to survive in chinatown qian s parents labor in sweatshops instead of laughing at her jokes they fight constantly taking out the stress of their new life on one another shunned by her classmates and teachers for her limited english qian takes refuge in the library and masters the language through books coming to think of the berenstain bears as her first american friends and where there is delight to be found qian relishes it her first bite of gloriously greasy pizza weekly shopping days when qian finds small treasures in the trash lining brooklyn s streets and a magical christmas visit to rockefeller center confirmation that the new york city she saw in movies does exist after all but then qian s headstrong ma ma collapses revealing an illness that she has kept secret for months for fear of the cost and scrutiny of a doctor s visit as ba ba retreats further inward qian has little to hold onto beyond his constant refrain whatever happens say that you were born here that you ve always lived here inhabiting her childhood perspective with exquisite lyric clarity and unforgettable charm and strength qian julie wang has penned an essential american story about a family fracturing under the weight of invisibility and a girl coming of age in the shadows who never stops seeking the light

*In Open Country 2021-08-15*
Beautiful Country 2021-09-07

a highly personal memoir of exile and homeland by bestselling author Isabel Allende. In *My Invented Country*, Isabel Allende evokes the magnificent landscapes of her country—a charming idiosyncratic Chilean people with a violent history and indomitable spirit—and the politics, religion, myth, and magic of her homeland that she carries with her even today. The book circles around two life-changing moments: the assassination of her uncle Salvador Allende Gossens on September 11, 1973, sent her into exile and transformed her into a literary writer; and the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, on her adopted homeland the United States brought forth from Allende an overdue acknowledgment that she had indeed left home. *My Invented Country* whose structure mimics the workings of memory itself ranges back and forth across that distance accrued between the author’s past and present lives. It speaks compellingly to immigrants and to all of us who try to retain a coherent inner life in a world full of contradictions.

Grief's Country 2020-03-10

My Invented Country 2020-09-29
Isabel Allende evokes the magnificent landscapes of her country—a charming idiosyncratic Chilean people with a violent history and an indomitable spirit and the politics, religion, myth, and magic of her homeland that she carries with her even today. The book circles around two life-changing moments: the assassination of her uncle Salvador Allende Gossens on September 11, 1973, sent her into exile and transformed her into a literary writer, and the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, on her adopted homeland, the United States, brought forth an overdue acknowledgment that Allende had indeed left home. My invented country mimicking the workings of memory itself ranges back and forth across that distance between past and present lives. It speaks compellingly to immigrants and to all of us who try to retain a coherent inner life in a world full of contradictions.

?????????? 2017-02

From horse thieves to hurricanes, from shattered southern myths to fractured family ties, from Nashville to Myrtle Beach to Miami Low Country is a lyrical, devastating, fiercely original memoir of one family’s changing fortunes in the Low Country of South Carolina. Justin Taylor, author of Riding with the Ghost, J. Nicole Jones is the only daughter of a prominent South Carolina family—a family that grew rich building the hotels and seafood restaurants that draw tourists to Myrtle Beach but at home, she is surrounded by violence and capriciousness: a grandfather who beats his wife, a barman-father who dreams of being a country music star, at one time Jones’s parents can barely afford groceries at another her volatile grandfather presents her with a fur coat after a girlhood of extreme wealth and deep debt of ghosts and folklore of cruel men and unwanted spectacle. Jones finds herself face to face with an
explosive possibility concerning her long abused grandmother that she can neither speak nor shake and through the lens of her own family’s catastrophes and triumphs Jones pays homage to the landscapes and legends of her childhood home a region haunted by its history Eliza Pinckney cultivates indigo Blackbeard ransacks the coast and the gray man paces the beach warning of hurricane Hazel

**My Invented Country 2004-04-27**

revealing entertaining window on the music of the 50s and 60s

**Low Country 2021-04-13**

when Jeremy Harding was a child his mother Maureen told him he was adopted she described his natural parents as a Scandinavian sailor and a little Irish girl who worked in a grocery it was only later as Harding set out to look for traces of his birth mother that he began to understand who his adoptive mother really was and the benign make believe world she built for herself and her little boy evoking a magical childhood spent in transit between west London and a decrepit houseboat on the banks of the river Thames mother country is both a detective quest as Harding searches through the public records for clues about his natural mother and a rich social history of a lost London from the 1950s mother country is a powerful true story about a man looking for the mother he had never known and finding out how little he understood the one he had grown up with
Looking Back to See 2009-12-30

queer muslim arab american a proudly fat femme randa jarrar is all of these things in this exuberant defiant and introspective memoir of a cross country road trip she explores how to claim joy in an unraveling and hostile america the new york times book review randa jarrar is a fearless voice of dissent who has been called politically incorrect michelle goldberg the new york times as an american raised for a time in egypt and finding herself captivated by the story of a celebrated egyptian belly dancer s journey across the united states in the 1940s she sets off from her home in california to her parents in connecticut coloring this road trip are journeys abroad and recollections of a life lived with daring reclaiming her autonomy after a life of survival domestic assault as a child and later as a wife threats and doxxing after her viral tweet about barbara bush jarrar offers a bold look at domestic violence single motherhood and sexuality through the lens of the punished yet triumphant body on the way she schools a rest stop racist destroys confederate flags in the desert and visits the chicago neighborhood where her immigrant parents first lived hailed as one of the finest writers of her generation laila lalami jarrar delivers a euphoric and critical funny and profound memoir that will speak to anyone who has felt erased asserting i am here i am joyful

The Indus Delta Country 1894

winner of the sigurd f olson nature writing award winner of the women writing the west willa literary award in creative nonfiction a shimmering memoir a bittersweet tribute to home and family in breathtaking prose that will appeal to lovers of memoirs and history as well as anyone who enjoys beautifully crafted writing library
journal starred review kendra atleework grew up in the owens valley of the eastern sierra nevada in california where annual rainfall averages five inches and in drought years measures closer to zero her parents taught their children to thrive in this beautiful but harsh landscape prone to wildfires blizzards and gale force winds above all the atleework children were raised on unconditional love and delight in the natural world but when kendra's mother died when kendra was just sixteen her once beloved desert world came to feel empty and hostile as climate change drought and wildfires intensified the atleework family fell apart even as her father tried to keep them together kendra escaped to los angeles and then minneapolis land of tall trees full lakes water everywhere you look but after years of avoiding her hometown she felt pulled back incorporating the fascinating history of the landscape and powerful nature writing miracle country is a moving and unforgettable memoir of flight and return emptiness and bounty the realities of a harsh and changing climate and the true meaning of home for readers of cheryl strayed annie dillard and rebecca solnit this is a breathtaking debut by a remarkable writer

**Mother Country 2020-05-05**

a multi genre memoir exploring the author's irish catholic sindhi indian and american identities

**Love Is an Ex-Country 2023-04-18**

new york times bestseller what j d vance did for appalachia with hillbilly elegy cnn analyst and one of the youngest state
representatives in south carolina history bakari sellers does for the rural south in this important book that illuminates the lives of america s forgotten black working class men and women part memoir part historical and cultural analysis my vanishing country is an eye opening journey through the south s past present and future anchored in in bakari seller s hometown of denmark south carolina country illuminates the pride and pain that continues to fertilize the soil of one of the poorest states in the nation he traces his father s rise to become friend of stokely carmichael and martin luther king a civil rights hero and member of the student non violent coordinating committee sncc to explore the plight of the south s dwindling rural black working class many of whom can trace their ancestry back for seven generations in his poetic personal history we are awakened to the crisis affecting the other forgotten men women who the media seldom acknowledges for sellers these are his family members neighbors and friends he humanizes the struggles that shape their lives to gain access to healthcare as rural hospitals disappear to make ends meet as the factories they have relied on shut down and move overseas to hold on to precious traditions as their towns erode to forge a path forward without succumbing to despair my vanishing country is also a love letter to fatherhood to sellers father his lodestar whose life lessons have shaped him and to his newborn twins who he hopes will embrace the sellers family name and honor its legacy

Mother Country 2007

powerful a humbling and important first hand account of a brutal civil war in which as many as 500 000 people have died guardian a memoir of resistance and survival unique in the annals of modern war if the shedding of blood can be beautiful in words he makes it
so wall street journal born to palestinian refugees kassem eid grew up in the small town of moadamiya on the outskirts of the ancient city of damascus playing in streets perfumed with jasmine but it didn t take long for kassem to realise that he was treated differently at school because of his family s resistance to the brutal government regime when bashar al assad succeeded his father in 2000 hopes that things might change for the better were swiftly crushed when the 2011 arab spring protests in syria were met with extreme violence it was yet another blow and as kassem reached young adulthood the country spiralled into civil war then on 21 august 2013 kassem nearly died in a sarin gas attack that killed hundreds of civilians later that day he would pick up a gun for the first time to join the free syrian army as they fought government forces for kassem this marked the moment that he and his country changed forever even as the rest of the world turned its face away

Miracle Country 2021-06-01

alia malek weaves a lyrical narrative around the history of her family s apartment building in the heart of damascus the many lives that crossed in the stairwell and how the fates of her neighbors reflect the fate of her country at the arab spring s hopeful start alia malek returned to damascus to reclaim her grandmother s apartment which had been lost to her family since hafez al assad came to power in 1970 its loss was central to her parent s decision to make their lives in america in chronicling the people who lived in the tahaan building past and present alia portrays the syrians the muslims christians jews armenians and kurds who worked loved and suffered in close quarters mirroring the political shifts in their country restoring her family s home as the country comes apart she learns how to speak the coded
language of oppression that exists in a dictatorship while privately confronting her own fears about Syria's future. The home that was our country is a deeply researched personal journey that shines a delicate but piercing light on Syrian history, society, and politics teeming with insights. The narrative weaves acute political analysis with a century of intimate family history, delivering an unforgettable portrait of the Syria that is being erased.

**You Have Given Me a Country 2011-10-01**

A man without a country is Kurt Vonnegut's hilariously funny and razor-sharp look at life. If I die, God forbid, I would like to go to heaven to ask somebody in charge up there, hey, what was the good news and what was the bad news? Art to practice any art, no matter how well or badly, is a way to make your soul grow. So do it. Politics? I asked former Yankees pitcher Jim Bouton what he thought of our great victory over Iraq and he said, 'Mohammed Ali versus Mr. Rogers.' And the condition of the soul of America today? What has happened to us based on short essays and speeches composed over the last five years and plentifully illustrated with artwork by the author throughout? A man without a country gives us Vonnegut both speaking out with indignation and writing tenderly to his fellow Americans sometimes joking at other times hopeless always searching.

**My Vanishing Country 2020-05-19**

Adventures of a country boy in the city provides an insight into the engaging life of the author whose natural instinct is to know how to
convert opportunities to bring about positive changes in his life the author enchants the imagination of his readers to become part of his compelling story by involving the reader in every step of the adventures he encountered in the city of lagos and later as a student in the cities of hamburg and of west berlin told in very colorful and vibrant language the reader the author and the story all become one and the same entity allegorically following the path etched out in the words of the author when in his journeys and one road seemed to be closed and the reader shudders at the rational of the breathtaking risk that the author has just taken a god sent guiding angel suddenly appears to take the author out of whatever adversity join komolafe in his adventures as he journeys through life from the background of a simple village life in the yoruba kingdom of nigeria to the world of opportunities that awaits a man of valor who dares to demand his share of what destiny has in stock for him

My Country 2018-05-14

what happens when a city woman takes up rural roots and becomes a shepherd read letters from the country from high heels to wellington boots a memoir and survival guide and find out journalist and broadcaster marsha boulton made the leap that so many urbanites only fantasize about as more and more people today are choosing country life over city life marsha s experiences propel the reader into her world with hilarious consequences who knew that a hair dryer could become an indispensable farm tool what lessons are learned when a lawyer buys a farm as a weekend retreat and then buys 10 bulls to breed his 10 cows whether in the lambing shed serving as midwife picking two acres of pickle cucumbers or analyzing the intelligence of turkeys marsha s
observations on her rural learning curve offer a roller coaster ride filled with bucolic wonder and genuine affection for creatures large and small a runaway bestseller when first published in canada letters from the country received the stephen leacock award for humor prompting one of her neighbors to say don t let that go to your head girl after all they nominated a pig named babe for an academy award now for the first time in the united states and around the world readers can revel in what one reviewer cited as humor on the lamb editorial reviews if you re thinking about a move to rural digs letters from the country is must reading the calgary herald an affectionate humorous and personal account of a city woman s leap into life down on the farm boulton s voice of experience makes her book a unique achievement david staines university of ottawa if nothing else you ll know why sheep sometimes have crayon marks on their backsides a sweet collection sprinkled with insights about the realities of moving to the country the hamilton spectator one of those rare books that will appeal to almost every reader the london free press boulton s musings are as soft as a lamb s fleece the 57 pieces in the collection classified by the four seasons capture some key elements of rural living another good choice for the humor prize the globe and mail reader reviews this is a great book one you cannot put down each chapter is a story of funny and serious antics as a woman who made a major career change sure to please anyone who lives in either the city or country babs this is a very pleasant book to pick up and enjoy a chapter at a time i am not a wannabe farmer and marsha boulton does not paint a perfect picture of farm life however she does manage to convey the joys and aggravation of life in the country i wouldn t want to live there but i would certainly like to visit as long as i don t need to deal with the sheep teacher suzanne this is one of my comfort books when i m feeling down or out of sorts i take refuge in a hot bath with this book the book is a collection of stories written by a woman who moves from the big city the big smoke as her country neighbors call it to a farm
the stories are arranged by season and there are a good variety of topics the writing is light but very competently written nonetheless john journalist and broadcaster marsha boulton big city woman moves to the country and becomes a shepherd she never dreamed she would do this and how it came about is enjoyable and funny helen love the short tales which allow me to read a few chapters before bedtime i live in a rural area and can identify with the stories in this book patricia

**The Home That Was Our Country 2017-02-28**

country girl is edna o brien s exquisite account of her dashing barrier busting up and down life national public radio when edna o brien s first novel the country girls was published in 1960 it so scandalized the o briens local parish that the book was burned by its priest o brien was undeterred and has since created a body of work that bears comparison with the best writing of the twentieth century country girl brings us face to face with a life of high drama and contemplation starting with o brien s birth in a grand but deteriorating house in ireland her story moves through convent school to elopement divorce single motherhood the wild parties of the 60s in london and encounters with hollywood giants pop stars and literary titans there is love and unrequited love and the glamour of trips to america as a celebrated writer and the guest of jackie onassis and hillary clinton country girl is a rich and heady accounting of the events people emotions and landscape that have imprinted upon and enhanced one lifetime

**A Man Without a Country 2011-01-04**
a detailed memoir on the indus delta country with a specific focus on its ancient geography and history the book covers a range of topics from the region’s natural features and climate to its role in ancient trade and politics this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Adventures of a Country Boy in the City
2014-10-28

if i were given five minutes with my younger self that little girl who cried every time we had to leave for another country i would hold her tight and not say a word i would just be still and have her feel my beating heart a thud to echo her own a silent message that no matter the outcome she would survive and be stronger and happier than she might think as she stood at the threshold of each new home sisonke msimang was born in exile the daughter of south african freedom fighters always another country is the story of a young girl’s path to womanhood a journey that took her from africa to america and back again then on to a new home in australia frank fierce and insightful she reflects candidly on the abuse she suffered as a child the naive heady euphoria of returning at last to her parents homeland and her disillusionment with present day
south africa and its new elites sisonke msimang is a bold new voice on feminism race and politics in her beloved south africa in australia and around the world sisonke msimang was born in exile to south african parents a freedom fighter and an accountant and raised in zambia kenya and canada before studying in the us as an undergraduate her family returned to south africa after apartheid was abolished in the early 1990s sisonke has held fellowships at yale university the aspen institute and the university of the witwatersrand in johannesburg and is a regular contributor to the guardian daily maverick and new york times she now lives in perth australia where she is head of oral storytelling at the centre for stories few of us have felt the grinding force of history as consciously or as constantly as sisonke msimang her story is a timely insight into a life in which the gap between the great world and the private realm is vanishingly narrow and it bears hard lessons about how fragile our hopes and dreams can be tim winton brutally and uncompromisingly honest sisonke s beautifully crafted storytelling enriches the already extraordinary pool of young african women writers of our time graça machel minister for education and culture of mozambique msimang is a talented and passionate writer one possessed of an acerbic intelligence this memoir is also full of warmth and humour saturday paper sisonke msimang kindles a new fire in our store of memoir a fire that will warm and singe and sear for a long long while njabulo s ndebele author the cry of winnie mandela an excellent blend of both the personal and political a bold memoir a tale that will sustain itself for generations books publishing msimang pours herself into these pages with a voice that is molten steel her radiant warmth and humour sit alongside her fearlessness in naming and refusing injustice msimang is a masterful memoirist a gifted writer and she comes bearing a message that is as urgent and timely as it is eternal sarah krasnostein it is rare to hear from such a voice as sisonke s powerful accomplished unabashed and brave this is a gripping and important memoir that is also self aware and funny revealing the
depths of a country we ve mostly only seen through a colonial perspective alice pung it is not possible to do this book justice in so few words always another country is eloquent and powerful msimang s explication of what it means to be from but not of a place is profoundly moving msimang deserves to be widely read and fans of roxane gay and maxine beneba clarke in particular will not be disappointed readings an eloquent memoir of home belonging and race politics big issue msimang s graceful memoir is one of those rare books that managed to make me less cynical about the state of literature it s a coming of age story for those children for whom home is marked by more than a single physical location new york times

**Letters from the Country 2012-11**

she would be involved with them over the next twenty years at the highest and often most dangerous levels

**Country Girl 2014-05-06**

the architect of u s foreign policy after world war ii goes behind the scenes for a warm intimate view of his home family and such friends as president truman and justice felix frankfurter

**The Indus Delta Country 2023-07-18**

when twenty eight year old laurie wagner hired on at the o bar y
ranch in western wyoming she was a novice to ranching life but no stranger to isolated locations as revealed in her celebrated memoir when i came west laurie had already spent years living in a rustic cabin in the montana wilderness with a troubled vietnam veteran rough breaks recounts the next chapter in her life beginning with her painful break from bill atkinson and unfolding into a modern day saga of life on a remote cattle ranch written in the author s trademark lyrical style rough breaks is based on the diaries laurie kept for nearly six years as she lived and worked on the o bar y central to the story is mick buyer a cowman stubbornly committed to holding onto his beautiful piece of land in the wyoming high country and continuing the way of life he learned from his father and grandfather as his marriage begins to fail mick and laurie develop an increasing affection for each other even as she also becomes close to his wife their children and neighboring ranchers with grace and wit buyer evokes the joys and travails of life on a ranch cutting and baling hay repairing old vehicles and machinery fixing fences birthing calves tending to beaver dams and elk herds and struggling to pay the mortgage and endless veterinary bills in the spirited tradition of teresa jordan and mary clearman blew rough breaks is a uniquely honest and heartfelt contribution to the realm of memoir by contemporary women ranchers

Always Another Country 2018-07-30

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries
around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

The Country Under My Skin 2002

a little bit country is a memoir it contains snippets from my childhood days growing up on a small farm in east central ohio i ve woven in details from my everyday life mundane things funny things some downright hilarious things my biggest wish is that you will find your very own thinking spot

Acheson Country 1993

first published in 1981 to wide acclaim a haunting family novel by a daringly skillful writer philip roth foreword by mary gordon first published in 1981 to wide acclaim the countryfollows the last visits of a son daniel francoeur to his parents home before the death of his father wanting to understand this enigmatic man daniel seeks insight through the particulars of his father s life handling his father s tools and tending to his father s feeble body through this contact
his father's mysteries are revealed his native american heritage his lifelong work as a toolmaker and his deep and conflicted relationships with his invalid wife and his seven sons written quietly with great force the country illuminates the ties of family the relationships between fathers and sons and the love that is often hidden but ever present

1996

reprint of the original first published in 1869

Under a Buttermilk Moon 1984

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this
Rough Breaks 2013-09-26

part memoir part social commentary jan waldron s in the country of men is a thoughtful and provocative exploration of the meaning of gender male female relationships and manhood jan s powerful but warm voice both provokes and seduces as she exposes the folly of gender shtick while carefully unraveling the intricate stitching of her life vis a vis the men who contributed to her definition of manhood her father her brother her lovers her sons waldron begins with memories of her father a boy who never really grew up and her brother a boy who had to grow up too fast we experience the high drama of her first kiss and the deep disappointment of her relationship with the father of her sons who left the family when their two boys were four and five she is frustrated with men and the trappings of manhood but has finally found a happy lasting relationship with a man and in raising her sons she has found hope and a vision for the future of gender relations her boys now sitting on the cusp of manhood are the stars of this book in the country of men is a book of experiences insights and impressions recalled and written with tenderness humor and great empathy for males it is not a manifesto of absolutes or a male bashing gripe it is not aligned with a movement nor is it about men compared to women waldron is just as claustrophobic at a feminist rally as she is at a rowdy men s sports bar and teenage boy humor cracks her up she speaks boldly and authoritatively to both men and women alike because as she sees it the social imperative is for gender to take its place in the parentheses while freeing us all to find our humanity
brilliant and beautiful it surely ranks with the best war memoirs i’ve ever encountered tim o’h brien author of the things they carried an award winning poet and former infantry team leader in iraq brian turner combines his devastating recollections as sergeant turner with his visions of the experiences of generations of warriors in his family and even those of the enemy in a work of profound understanding and shocking beauty


the evergreen country a memoir of vietnam is startling and beautiful memoir by vancouver’s thuong vuong riddick we learn of how her chinese family must struggle to overcome difficulties during the rise of the viet cong in northern vietnam and their eventual journey to southern vietnam where war would soon follow them this memoir tells the little known story of how chinese born families struggled to maintain their dignity and their lives while being persecuted by rapidly changing political forces

A Little Bit Country 2018-08-26
The Country 2004-12-08

A Memoir of the States of the Southern Maratha Country 2020-05-12

The Indus Delta Country 2015-09-01

In the Country of Men 1997

The Country 1858

The Indus Delta Country 2020-03-15

My Life as a Foreign Country 2015-10-06
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